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It's been a long wait, but NHMRC grants were finally announced last Friday. I congratulate everyone who
was awarded a grant or fellowship this year. We were successful with nearly 21 per cent of our CIA
applications, well above the national average. Although data is not yet available, I have heard of a good
number of CIB and CIC grants being awarded as well. Fellowships were thin on the ground, but
competition was fierce and outcomes somewhat unpredictable. My commiserations to all those in the mix
for grants and fellowships who did not get lucky. We'll be working hard to reverse that next year. Overall,
this has been a very strong result and I'm sure everyone will join me in congratulating those who were
successful this year. 

And in some late breaking news the ARC announcements have shown a fantastic result for Monash
across the board. A quick perusal of the outcomes shows BDI scientists have been awarded at least
seven Discovery Projects, two Future Fellowships and a DECRA. 
 
And just to prove that research powers on, I'd like to congratulate Theirry Jarde who co-led a paper
published in Nature Communications. Organoid culture systems are providing new approaches to
understanding the mechanisms of tissue development and organisation. They can also be used to study
what goes wrong in diseases such as cancer, as well as being a model for drug screening. Thierry has
managed to develop long-lasting organoid cultures of mammary glands that have provided new insights
into how breast tissue develops, as well as a new model for the study of breast tumourigenesis and drug
screening.

Best wishes, John.
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World first 3D mammary gland model developed
 

A team of researchers from Monash and Cardiff University's have succeeded in creating a three
dimensional mammary gland model that will pave the way for a better understanding of the
mechanisms of breast cancer. Using a cocktail of growth factors, scientists including BDI
researcher Thierry Jarde were able to grow mammary cells into three dimensional mammary
tissue. Their research was published in the journal Nature Communications. Read more

News

BDI fellowships for outstanding women in
science – applications open

The BDI has an excellent cohort of early to mid career female
scientists, but in several cases progression to senior levels is
hindered by career interruptions. These have a significant,
but temporary, impact on competitiveness in national and
international funding schemes at the most critical time of their
careers. We will support an outstanding female researcher for a
period of three years, to facilitate them establishing a highly
successful and productive research career. Read more

Combined therapy holds potential cure
for asthma

Research led by Associate Professor Chrishan Samuel found a
combination of drug therapy and stem cell transplants led to a
complete reversal of lung damage in an animal model of asthma,
opening the way for a potential cure for the disease that affects
one in ten Australians. In the paper, published in the journal
Clinical Science, the team used human amniotic stem cells,
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leading to a reduction in lung wall thickness, which contributes to
the difficulty in breathing associated with asthma. Read more

Predicting effector proteins of bacterial
secretion systems with bioinformatics

Dr Jiangning Song led a BDI research team to create a new
computer-based tool for high fidelity prediction of the proteins
which bacterial pathogens secrete in order to inflame and infect
human tissues. In the paper, published in the journal Briefings in
Bioinformatics, the team took an under-the-hood approach to pull
apart existing protein predictor tools. Read more

Publications

Have you had a paper accepted for publication? It's never too early to let the media and

communications team know at bdinews@monash.edu

Please note only BDIaffiliated authors are listed with their publication below

Translocation and dissemination of commensal bacteria in post-stroke infection
(Mason LJ, Mackin KE, Srikhanta YN, Lyras D, Moore RJ)

Targeting of PYK2 synergizes with EGFR antagonists in basal-like TNBC and circumvents HER3-
associated resistance via the NEDD4-NDRG1 axis
(Nguyen LK, Shin S)

Pharmacokinetics/pharmacodynamics of colistin and polymyxin B: are we there yet?
(Tran TB, Li J)

Development of HPLC and LC-MS/MS methods for the analysis of ivacaftor, its major metabolites and
lumacaftor in plasma and sputum of cystic fibrosis patients treated with ORKAMBI or KALYDECO
(Li J)

CYP101J2, CYP101J3, and CYP101J4, 1,8-Cineole-Hydroxylating Cytochrome P450 Monooxygenases
from Sphingobium yanoikuyae Strain B2
(Unterweger B, Bulach DM, Lyras D, Johanesen P)
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BDI Seminars

Tuesday November 1 No seminar due to Melbourne Cup Day

Thursday November 3 12–1pm Topic: The Neurobiology of Obesity: Reward, Interoception and Choice
Systems. Speaker: A/Prof Antonio Verdejo-Garcia, Monash University. More information

BDI Cancer Program Cancer Epigenetics and Transcription Workshop

Wednesday November 16 2–6pm, 15 Innovation Walk, Room G19. Cost: free. More information

Funding and opportunities

Information from the Faculty Research Office 

Grand Challenges Explorations - APPLICATION DEADLINE REMINDER

Seminar: Applying for US Federal Funding - 24 November 2016

MRO ARC Information Session - DECRA

MRO ARC Information Session - Discovery Projects/Discovery Indigenous

ARC Funding Outcomes - today

Committed to excellence in discovery research, the newly established Monash Biomedicine
Discovery Institute brings together more than 120 internationally-renowned research teams into six

health-focussed programs. Our researchers are supported by world-class facilities and
infrastructure, and partner with industry, clinicians and researchers internationally to enhance lives

through discovery.
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